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From runabouts to mega yachts, to cruise liners, marine audio has its very own specific needs. Revolution 
Acoustics is changing marine audio with its patented technology delivering fidelity in all parts of the vessel 
without speakers. The technology is an invisible speaker known as an SSP6 Multiducer™ or multifunctional 
transducer http://www.revolutionacoustics.com/p/products/ssp6-multiducer which when bonded to a mate-
rial such as metal, fiberglass, wood, or glass, transforms the large surface into a planar radiating high fidel-
ity speaker, magically. Fidelity, performance, authority and invisibility are the hallmarks of this exciting new 
technology. But there is more. New acoustic physics used is vastly improving the user experience aboard the 
vessel. 

The SSP6 is purpose engineered from a clean sheet for the marine sector. It is not a “hardened” (marine 
grade) conventional speaker which will wear out in due course as a result of the aggressive nature of the 
marine environment. The SSP6 is actually installed away from the elements hidden behind the wall or ceiling 
protected from the elements. Even at that, the SSP6 is certified waterproof with an IP66 rating.

There has been a strong movement in smart design and engineering integrating technology seamlessly and 
invisibly. For background music in common areas, public address. Manufacturers of yachts to cruise liners 
can now optimize the interior appointments of the vessel as no apparent speakers need be seen. 

The SSP6 resolves all of these legacy issues, saves money, improves margins, and changes the user experi-
ence diving up brand image and overall quality. What is offered instead is a structural shift in Marine Audio 
solving where the solutions are characterized by:

● Drilling holes in the vessel to install a speaker is costly, and complex.

● The holes introduce liability and risk.

● Exposed speakers detract from the industrial design and interior design. Why 
destroy the brand identity of your product with unsightly speaker grills that builds 
brand equity of some other company’s product?

● All marine speakers are limited in their life cycle and corrosion by way of contact 
with salt water or salt air will degrade the speakers rapidly over time. Refitting 
speakers a few years down the line is costly and annoying for the customers and 
reflects badly on the manufacturer’s design and engineering choices.

● Conventional speakers are hot point sources and are very aggressive when 
listened to in confined quarters often found on all waterborne craft.

● Cone shaped marine speakers degrade in sound pressure logarithmically and 
therefore do not offer a value proposition and many speakers must be installed to 
compensate for degradation and limited coverage.

● Cone type speakers beam high frequency content and therefore do not distrib-
ute sound effectively on the vessel.



This Changes Everything in Marine Audio

The SSP6 Multiducer is installed in under 2 minutes in the factory or shipyard, or can be retrofitted at the 
dealer lever in under 2 minutes. If applied to the inside surface of fiberglass, the RevLoc mounting plate 
http://www.revolutionacoustics.com/p/products/rev-loc can be glassed in during lay up. Post cure, the Rev-
Loc mounting plate can be applied using 5 minute epoxy or methacrylate glue onto the fiberglass. The 
SSP6 can also be applied to metal, wood paneling, glass or polycarbonate as these materials all have ex-
cellent acoustic characteristics. The choices are numerous opening up many installation possibilities. The 
SSP6 will deliver music throughout the vessel but can also be used for paging and emergency paging as 
the products deliver exceptional speech acuity and measures very high on the speech transmission index.

Ergonomic Audio™

The owners / users of the vessels will always wish to use all space available on the vessel and should be 
able to be served an excellent listening experience everywhere. Cone speakers cannot deliver this as their 
conical dispersion patters are limited. Further detracting, many speakers must be installed to fill the space 
with sound destroying the design of the vessel while still delivering an aggressive hot point source acoustic 
experience. Instead Revolution Acoustics is able to deliver even sound pressure levels (SPL) and fre-
quency response throughout the area where Multiducers are installed. By energizing the entire surface of 
the material being installed to, a large even sounding planar radiating speaker in created delivering sound 
evenly into the targeted space. Panels, over heads, hardtops, decks, glass, walls, ceilings all become vi-
able installation targets.

By way of this the panel is not a point source, and does not exhibit any “hot spots” as would be the case 
with a cone type speaker. The result is “Ergonomic Audio,” or an audio experience where the listener is 
in an authoritative consistent soundfield propagated without uncomfortable overly bright hot spots, or cold 
spots even close to the transducer.

Bending wave physics puts energy into the panel or surface where sound can be emitted evenly even at the 
far reaches of the panel. Random nanoscopic bending waves are put into the panel and where two waves 
collide sound is produced, but not just any sound, the exact frequency response of the engineered content 
is produced. The high frequency beaming indicative of cone speakers is no longer a problem. The listener 
will actually hear sound come out of the surface being energized on all parts of the panel. Fewer speakers 
need be installed as the space is filled with sound much more effectively. The labor savings alone in instal-
lation will pay for the SSP6 Multiducers. 

Regular cone shaped speakers propagate a cone shaped dispersion pattern where the SPL is very harsh 
close to the speaker but drops dramatically in sound pressure at a moderate distance. The planar sound 
wave generated by the SSP6 holds its energy much deeper into space. The targeted space is filled with 
sound with far less equipment reducing cost while improving the user experience. 

Dispersion patterns of the SSP6 has been measured and is validated by the following acoustical contour 
plots and polar plots which characterize the exceptional value offered.

● Invisible embedded technology.
● Ultra fast installation.
● Class leading fidelity.
● IP66 Certified waterproof.
● Robust design with nothing to corrode over time.
● Far fewer drivers needed with better coverage.
● Perfectly even SPL and frequency response everywhere.
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The net result is a “lifestyle” solution on board the vessel. By separating the SSP6 Multiducers incredible 
staging and imaging results. All parts of the vessel can benefit from the SSP6 improving the user experi-
ence. Feel free to contact us for more details on how Revolution Acoustics can advise you on improving 
your user experience and brand identity.
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